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Abstract Recent research has considered past population densities as important drivers 8 

of culture change, not least in the archaeological record of the Palaeolithic. Methods for 9 

obtaining such estimates vary, but lately, the so-called Cologne Geostatistical Protocol has 10 

emerged as one of the most innovative ways of capturing such dynamics at the centennial-to-11 

millennial scale. This approach utilizes geostatistical analytical techniques and demographic 12 

parameters gleaned from the ethnographic record. The application of this method has, 13 

however, been limited by the steep data requirement related to the delineation of raw material 14 

catchment areas. We here present initial results of attempts to overcome this and in turn to 15 

transfer the method to regions where such data are absent. With a focus on southern 16 

Scandinavia and the Late Glacial period between 14,000 and 12,700 cal BP, we discuss how 17 

such a transferal may be implemented and present our initial results. Grounded in detailed 18 

source-critical attention to the archaeological record in question, we produce estimated 19 

population density ranges. The local and global population density figures derived for this 20 

period and region differ strongly, thus suggesting localized pockets of human presence, 21 

floating in wider regions that are only sparsely if at all inhabited. Moreover, the very low 22 

global population densities suggested for this region may be seen to indicate intermittent 23 

settlement at or below the viability threshold. Viewing Final Palaeolithic population 24 

dynamics in this way has implications for our models of cultural continuity and discontinuity 25 

in the region. 26 

 27 

Keywords Final Palaeolithic, palaeodemography, geostatistical methods, southern 28 

Scandinavia. 29 
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1. Introduction 32 

In recent years, past demography has emerged as one of the possible key drivers of cultural 33 

change in the Palaeolithic (Henrich, 2004, Vaesen, 2012, Vaesen, et al., 2016). While the 34 

precise causal relevance and role of population size, density and connectedness remain 35 

fiercely contested (Andersson and Read, 2014, Read, 2006, Read and Andersson, 2019, 36 

Henrich, 2006, Collard, et al., 2013a, Collard, et al., 2013b, Collard, et al., 2013c), this debate 37 

has resulted in a steep net increase in the number of studies trying to estimate these elusive 38 

parameters (French, 2015, Riede, 2009a).  39 

Even when skeletal data are available, however, past population size and other demographic 40 

factors remain difficult to capture (Chamberlain, 2006, Chamberlain, 2009). In addition, the 41 

methods for obtaining palaeodemographic estimates vary, making the comparison of 42 

estimates across case studies difficult. Lately, the so-called Cologne Geostatistical Protocol 43 

has emerged as one of the most innovative ways of capturing such dynamics at the centennial-44 

to-millennial scale (Schlummer, et al., 2014, Zimmermann, et al., 2009, Zimmermann and 45 

Wendt, 2003). This approach utilizes geostatistical analytical techniques in combination with 46 

demographic parameters gleaned from appropriate analogue groups identified in the 47 

ethnographic record. Since its development in the context of the Neolithic it has seen 48 

applications to the Magdalenian (Kretschmer, 2015), the Gravettian (Maier, 2017, Maier and 49 

Zimmermann, 2017), the Last Glacial Maximum (Maier et al, 2016) as well as the 50 

Aurignacian of Western and Central Europe (Schmidt and Zimmermann, 2019). Critically, 51 

however, the application of this method has been limited by a steep data requirement related 52 

to the delineation of spatially explicit estimates on raw material catchment areas. These are 53 

used to provide the decisive areal parameters that in turn can scale the median group size of 54 

ethnographically documented foragers, into spatially specific calculations pertaining to the 55 

absolute size and population density across settlement areas and larger regions. Population 56 

estimates are, however, also of great interest in regions that cannot muster well-investigated 57 

raw material sources and regions where the geological situation is such that tool-stone 58 

sourcing is difficult or impossible to reconstruct. This is particularly the case for southern 59 

Scandinavia where demography has been argued to have been rather variable throughout the 60 

region’s short Palaeolithic period – covering the Final Palaeolithic (14,700-11,700 cal BP) 61 

only – for which we have reliable evidence for human presence in the region (Riede, 2009b, 62 

Riede, 2014, Riede, 2009c, Price, 1991). 63 

For instance, and despite concerted efforts (Brandl, et al., 2018, Högberg and Olausson, 2007, 64 

Hughes, et al., 2012), the vast bulk of southern Scandinavian flint, for instance, cannot be 65 
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reliably sourced to specific outcrops or even regions. Various glacial, marine and fluvial 66 

processes have distributed so-called Danian and Senonian flint throughout the region such 67 

that tool-stone of reasonable quality can be found almost anywhere (Madsen, 1993). Despite 68 

the analytical challenge posed by ubiquitous flint, hence, we here present initial results of 69 

attempts to overcome the raw material-related shortcoming of the Cologne Geostatistical 70 

Protocol, enabling us to transfer the method to regions where such data are absent. With a 71 

focus on southern Scandinavia and the period between 14,000 and 12,700 cal BP, we discuss 72 

how such a transferal may be implemented and present initial results. Grounded in detailed 73 

source-critical attention to the archaeological record in question, we produce estimated 74 

population density ranges, following a modified Cologne Geostatistical Protocol. The local 75 

and global population density figures derived for this period and region differ strongly, here 76 

interpreted to suggest localized pockets of human presence, situated in wider regions that are 77 

only sparsely inhabited. The very low global population densities suggested for this region 78 

may be seen to indicate intermittent settlement at or below the viability threshold, in line with 79 

previous suggestions of the biogeography of Pleistocene human expansions into higher 80 

latitudes (Riede, 2014, Roebroeks, 2006, Riede and Pedersen, 2018). Better understanding 81 

these palaeodemographic dynamics is important as they significantly underwrite our models 82 

of cultural continuity and discontinuity in the region. 83 

2. Material and Methods 84 

2.1. Study area & the archaeological database 85 

Our study area is here delineated to the present-day territories of Denmark and the southern-86 

most province of Scania in Sweden. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of our data-set, which 87 

was retrieved using the two countries’ respective national sites and monuments repositories 88 

(Fund og Fortidsminder = Denmark; FMIS= Sweden) as well as the only – but by now also 89 

nearly 20-year old – review of Scanian sites that have been attributed to the Final Palaeolithic 90 

(Andersson and Knarrström, 1999). As such, we have collated a total of 205 sites (S1 Table) 91 

which can be divided into excavated sites (N= 39) and stray finds (N= 166). The latter 92 

category includes finds that were either recovered from the surface or obtained by other 93 

uncontrolled means of retrieval. Note that these make up the bulk of Final Palaeolithic 94 

material on the North European Plain. Consequently, many find spots are thus made up of just 95 

one or a handful of objects, thus, the contextual quality of our sample is sub-optimal. Most of 96 

the material at hand has been assigned to traditional taxonomic categories such as the 97 

Federmessergruppen (FMG) or the Bromme culture, although the accuracy of these 98 
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assignments to one or the other category – or indeed to the Final Palaeolithic at all – may in 99 

some cases be low (Riede, 2013, Riede, 2017a).  100 

With regards to the Scanian material, only Hamburgian, Brommean and Ahrensburgian 101 

assemblages are recognised, meaning that as of yet, no diagnostic material from the FMG has 102 

been logged (Andersson and Knarrström, 1999). This perceived absence, however, may relate 103 

more to the fact that their presence in Scandinavia has only relatively recently been 104 

established and that the often small arch-backed points that signal FMG presence can be 105 

difficult to discriminate from later Early Mesolithic lancet-shaped artefacts (Buck Pedersen, 106 

2014a; Petersen, 2008). Although alleged Final Palaeolithic material from the Swedish west 107 

coast such as the site of Ramsdalen (Fredsjö, 1953: 83) may fall just within the tail-end of our 108 

temporal scope at 13,000 cal BP (Schmitt, 2018: 5), we exclude such sites on the basis of 109 

three reasons: First, the cultural and hence chronological sensitivity of so-called large-tanged 110 

points – also variably known as ‘Lyngby’, ‘Bromme’, ‘Teyjat’ or ‘Kaszety’ points – has been 111 

questioned (Kobusiewicz, 2009; Sauer and Riede, 2018; Serwatka and Riede, 2016). They 112 

evidently occur in several traditional cultural taxonomic units and over a very wide span of 113 

time. It is thus not warranted to attribute temporal affinity to assemblages on this artefact class 114 

alone. Furthermore, there are few if any coastal sites of such old date in the region, whereas 115 

the majority date to the early Holocene. Most importantly, however, in order to make our 116 

results comparable with those of previous research, we here exclude these coastal sites under 117 

the assumption that they reflect strongly marine oriented economic systems (Schmitt, 2015) 118 

and, by inference, would also imply demographic constraints akin to marine foragers. The 119 

Cologne Geostatistical Protocol has so far only been applied to terrestrial, non-mounted 120 

hunter-gatherer communities in which terrestrial resources make up ≥ 50%, fishing ≤ 30% and 121 

plant gathering ≤ 30% of the subsistence intake (Kretschmer, 2015: 53). Combined with the 122 

limited evidence for marine exploitation during the Allerød interstadial and our intention to 123 

provide population estimates comparable with those for Central Europe, we here focus on the 124 

terrestrial sites of the Final Palaeolithic (but see Fischer, 2012 for a contrasting view).    125 

2.2 The ecological setting   126 

Our focus time-slice coincide with the so called Last Glacial-Interglacial Transition (LGIT) 127 

and is characterised by a volatile shift in climatic regimes. It comprises three Greenland 128 

Interstadials (Gamble et al, 2005: 198) and apart from being frequent and abrupt (Walker, 129 

2000), climatic changes during this time-period were also spatially complex and time-130 

transgressive (Lowe, 2001). Indeed, studies on coleopteran (beetle) assemblages indicate 131 
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pronounced latitudinal gradients across northern Europe with mean July temperatures that 132 

fluctuated between <9 to 15 °C (Coope et al, 1998; Coope and Lemdahl, 1995). The 133 

suddenness and intensity of these fluctuations led to a pronounced degree of ecological 134 

disequilibrium and resulted in non-analogue faunal and floral communities (Aaris-Sørensen, 135 

2009; Stewart and Lister, 2001; Willerslev et a, 2014). This mismatch and the slow ecological 136 

development undoubtedly would have been further amplified by a relatively slow soil-137 

development in the region (Bennike et al, 2004). Deglaciation of the Fennoscandian ice-sheet 138 

proceeded during the LGIT, and its receding resulted in hydrological reconfigurations of the 139 

Baltic Ice Lake; at 14,000 cal BP a strait of outflow water formed, followed by a subsequent 140 

land bridge at 13,000 cal BP (Björck, 2008). In aggregate, it is highly conceivable that this 141 

oscillation, coupled with the immaturity of this recently deglaciated landscape would carry 142 

with it pronounced ramifications for the demographic fabric of migrating communities of 143 

humans, plants and animals.  144 

2.3. Landscape data 145 

Northern European land- and seascapes have changed dramatically throughout the 146 

Pleistocene-Holocene transition and reasonably accurate palaeogeographic models are 147 

essential for understanding the distribution of past populations and processes of culture 148 

change (Sturt, et al., 2013, Gaffney, et al., 2007, Astrup, 2018). For our study area, we have 149 

reconstructed a base map of the estimated palaeo-shoreline during the Allerød-interstadial. 150 

This serves two purposes: First, it provides area specific estimates of landmass for our 151 

regional population density estimates, and second, it allows us to exclude data (N= 3) from 152 

our database that fall outside the reconstructed shoreline. To do so, we first merged the free-153 

to-use bathymetry raster from the Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database 154 

(http://data.bshc.pro/#2/57.5/11.7) and terrestrial elevation models from the Advanced 155 

Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (https://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex). 156 

The ASTER DEM was resampled (from a 30m pixel resolution) to match that of the 157 

bathymetry raster (500m pixel resolution). After resampling, both raster data sets were 158 

converted to vector points and merged into one continuous point cloud of elevation and depth 159 

measures. We then interpolated this point cloud into a continuous Palaeo-DEM as if the 160 

surface was entirely drained using the Inverse Distance Weighted surface interpolation (IDW) 161 

as proposed by Monteleone (2013: 111). Using the raster calculator in ArcMap 10.5.1, our 162 

palaeo-DEM was processed through a map-algebra operation, resetting each pixel value 163 

according to estimated uplift and depression, as modelled by (Vassiljev and Saarse, 2013: 12). 164 
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Finally, we merge our reconstruction with parts of the European Prehistoric and Historic Atlas 165 

(compiled by ZBSA after Andrén et al., 2011; Björck, 1995; Brooks et al., 2011; Lericolais, 166 

2017; Lunkka et al., 2012; Moscon et al., 2015; Patton et al., 2017; Seguinot et al., 2018; 167 

Stroeven et al., 2016; Subetto et al., 2017; Vassiljev and Saarse, 2013; Weaver, 2003) for 168 

areas west of Skagen and Doggerland where we were unable to collect sufficient data for 169 

bathymetry and postglacial depression and uplift. Without detracting value from the 170 

prehistoric atlas —after all, it also covers major parts of the Öresund region— our 171 

reconstruction stands in better overall agreement with reconstructions by the Swedish 172 

Geological Survey (SGU) for areas around the east and west coasts of Sweden (Påsse and 173 

Andersson, 2005). Regardless, our model is merely to be understood as a best estimate, and 174 

although areal values constitute an important analytical input for the demographic analysis, 175 

we do not expect such minor discrepancies to have any great effect on our end results. By this 176 

token, it is fitting to also acknowledge the amounts of potential post-depositional erosion 177 

caused by inundation of our study area, and that we therefore probably only analyse a fraction 178 

of sites available to us. 179 

 180 

Figure 1. Map of all the sites in our analysis superimposed on the reconstructed Palaeo-base 181 

map (light-grey shading) and modern shoreline (hollow polygons). We exclude sites 87, 41 182 

and 48 from our analysis as they end up outside the reconstructed shoreline. (Projection: 183 

UTM32N; EPSG: 7416; Data on administrative areas: GADM; Fennoscandian ice-shield: 184 
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Stroeven et al. 2016 Suppl; Palaeoshoreline: European Prehistoric and Historic Atlas (EPHA) 185 

and Baltic Sea Bathymetry Database Data © BSHC). 186 

2.4. The Cologne Geostatistical Protocol 187 

The Cologne Geostatistical Protocol (hereafter CGP) was originally developed for estimating 188 

population densities of sedentary communities ranging from the Neolithic up until historic 189 

times (Zimmermann et al., 2009). Over time, however, the protocol has seen reconfigurations 190 

so as to also be applicable to hunter-gatherer communities (Kretschmer, 2015; Maier, 2017, 191 

Maier and Zimmermann, 2017). The protocol is two-pronged: first, two spatially explicit 192 

outputs are generated, (1) the delineation of settlement areas and (2) raw material catchment 193 

polygons. These two parameters are fed forward into the second step, which consists in the 194 

calculation of local and regional population size and density estimates using ethnographic 195 

reference data (Binford, 2001). The size of raw-material catchments is in fact the most 196 

important input in applying the CGP. When divided by the size of any given core area, it 197 

generates the number of groups present (Maier, 2017: 87), the number of which is then 198 

multiplied by the median group size (N= 42.5) of a range of critically sourced ethnographic 199 

reference groups in order to obtain absolute numbers on population size and density (Schmidt 200 

and Zimmermann, 2019). Unfortunately, detailed knowledge about raw-material catchments 201 

in southern Scandinavia is practically non-existent. In accordance with the protocol, therefore, 202 

we transfer estimates on catchments sizes from neighbouring areas around the Benelux region 203 

as well as western Germany and Poland during the Bølling-Allerød interstadial. These spatial 204 

signatures are stored in the CRC806 Database (Schmidt, 2019) and have been generated by 205 

creating convex hulls that enclose an area of space which is deemed representative for a 206 

specific sites raw-material acquisition pattern (Maier, 2017: 85). This transferal is conducted 207 

under the assumption that groups subjected to similar environmental conditions will converge 208 

in their resource- and land-area utilization strategies (Maier, 2017). That is to say, given that 209 

these neighbouring regions—together with our study area— form part of what is called the 210 

north European plain (Gamble et al, 2005: 196), we operate under the assumption that the 211 

general acquisition pattern documented for these regions should be relatively analogous to our 212 

study area given the geographical proximity, and general topographic similarity. 213 

2.5. Implementing the protocol 214 

Using ArcMap 10.5.1 of the ArcGIS suite, we start by defining our settlement areas across the 215 

study region. First, one starts by constructing so-called Thiessen polygons using 216 

archaeological sites as input (Fig. 2). The resulting mosaic landscape consists of tessellated 217 
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polygons, where each polygon consists of all space which is closer to the point on which it is 218 

centred than to any other (Conolly and Lake, 2006: 211).Vertex points at each node of the 219 

Thiessen polygons are in turn extracted in order to facilitate the calculation of a distance 220 

matrix between the vertex itself, and the archaeological site occurrence using the near 221 

function in the proximity toolset. From here, using the distance matrix, one could already 222 

proceed with the kriging operation needed for delineating settlement areas. However, as a 223 

visual heuristic, one constructs so called Large Empty Circles (LEC) in the form spherical 224 

buffers that centre on each vertex and where the radius for each LEC is determined by the 225 

distance matrix previously generated. The resulting output is an effervescent surface, where 226 

large circles indicate areas of low density, and where smaller circles indicate higher density 227 

(Maier and Zimmermann, 2017: 577). This serves as a visual heuristic to check whether the 228 

interpolation will be based on the distance between the vertices and each site occurrence, in 229 

that the rim of each circle should touch on, but not contain, the three closest sites (Preparata 230 

and Shamos, 1985).  231 

The actual delineation of settlement areas is, in turn, performed using the Empirical Bayesian 232 

Kriging (EBK) function in geostatistical analyst, using the vertices’ distance matrix as input. 233 

To avoid potential edge effects during Kriging, we generate a global buffer (GB) that is 234 

composed of 150 km buffers around each site occurrence. All spherical buffers are then 235 

merged into one single outline from which the interpolation is performed. The same outline is 236 

also used at a later stage for our calculations of population density across the total area of 237 

calculation (TAC). The kriging stage generates a continuous distance raster from which an 238 

arbitrary interval of contour lines (here set to 1km) are derived. These are subsequently 239 

converted to area-specific polygons (i.e. km2) and the so called optimal isoline (OI) —deemed 240 

representative of a given settlement area— is identified on the principle of the maximum 241 

increase of space encircled by each isoline relative to the LEC radius and ultimately identified 242 

by significant peaks or plateaus in the increase of space (Schmidt and Zimmermann, 2019). 243 

With settlement areas delineated, we then turn to our ethnographic reference sample of group 244 

sizes following the steps outlined by Maier (2017: 87). Just like our transferal of estimates on 245 

raw-material catchments size, we also transfer the ethnographic median in group size (N= 246 

42.5) from 16 non-mounted terrestrial hunter-gatherer groups (Binford, 2001). For an in-depth 247 

account of the source critical requirements for the selection of these groups, see Kretschmer 248 

(2015).  249 

 250 

 251 
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 252 

Figure 2. The general workflow for delineating settlement areas. Starting from the 253 

construction of Thiessen polygons (tessellated polygons) around our site occurrences (red 254 

vector points). Green vector points represent vertices at each node of the Thiessen polygons. 255 

The distance from each vertex to a site occurrence is in turn used to construct so called Large 256 

Empty Circles (LEC). Using the previous distance matrix, a subsequent kriging operation 257 

generates a distance raster from which contour lines (or isolines) are finally computed. The 258 

optimal isoline is finally derived by identifying the first peak of significant increase of space 259 

in between each generated isoline.  260 

3. Results 261 

Given the varying contextual quality of the archaeological record, we generate two sets of 262 

palaeodemographic estimates; one for excavated sites (N= 39) and one for excavated and 263 

stray finds combined (N= 202). However, seeing as our focus is set on a regional scale with a 264 

comparatively low sample of sites compared to previous research (Maier 2017; Schmidt and 265 

Zimmermann, 2019; Kretschmer, 2015), the geostatistical operation was unable to produce 266 

graphs in which one could distinguish the OI by pronounced peaks or plateaus. An inspection 267 

of the cumulative isoline graphs for our study (Fig. 3) indicates that the areal increase at each 268 

isoline-interval is relatively steady. This prompted us to turn to the other heuristic measure, 269 

which is that the OI should preferably delineate more than 75% of all the sites (Maier, 2017: 270 
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85). We opted for the 75% criteria in order to keep our estimates conservative, and to do so, 271 

we sifted through each core area polygon from the lowest interval until we obtained the one 272 

that encircles 75% of the sites at each respective run. This procedure yielded an optimal 273 

isoline at a 27 km radius for excavated sites, and a 12 km radius for all finds. Finally, we 274 

made sure to manually edit the core area polygons to encircle our settlements as tightly as 275 

possible (Maier, 2017: 85) in case they covered areas of space for which there are no sites.   276 

The core areas and sites are all depicted in Figures 4 and 5 and the subsequent estimates on 277 

total population size and population densities at both local and regional scales are provided 278 

for in Tables 1 and 2. We obtain a total of four core areas for excavated sites, where three are 279 

situated across Denmark and one in the south-western part of Scania. Across the whole 280 

region, our estimates yield a total population size of 262 (upper quartile), 141 (median) and 95 281 

(lower quartile) people with the largest population residing in the core area around Zealand 282 

and the islands just to the south of it (123-45 people), whereas all core areas range between 283 

57-36 people. Across all core areas, a local population density is estimated to range between 284 

of 0.02-0.01 people per km2, whereas population densities across the total area of calculation 285 

(approximately 160,000 km2) range between 0.002-0.001 persons per km2. For all finds, we 286 

obtain a total of eight core areas, where six are situated across Denmark and two in Scania; 287 

one in the south-western part, and one in the north-eastern part. Here, the total population size 288 

across the whole region range between 236 (upper quartile), 127 (median) and 86 (lower 289 

quartile) people with the largest population residing in the core area around mainland Jutland 290 

and Funen (78-28 people), followed closely by the core area across Zealand and its southerly 291 

islands (76-28 people). Across all core areas, local population density is estimated to range 292 

between 0.015 (upper quartile), 0.008 (median) and 0.006 (lower quartile) people per km2. 293 

The population density across the total area of calculation ranges at 0.001 people per km2 294 

throughout all three quartiles. 295 
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 296 

Figure 3. The maximum increase of space (y-axis) encircled by each isoline (x-axis). We 297 

identify our OI at the 27 (excavated sites) and 12 km (all finds) radius interval.  298 
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 299 

Figure 4. Core areas for excavated sites with the Optimal Isoline represented at a 27 km radius 300 

interval (Projection: UTM32N; EPSG: 7416; Data on administrative areas: GADM; 301 

Fennoscandian ice-shield at 13,000 cal BP: Stroeven et al. (2016 Supplementary); Data 302 

© BSHC) 303 
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 304 

Figure 5. Core areas (hollow polygons with red outline) derived from all finds at a 12 km 305 

radius interval (Projection: UTM32N; EPSG: 7416; Data on administrative areas: GADM; 306 

Fennoscandian ice-shield at 13 000 cal BP: Stroeven et al. (2016 Supplementary); Data 307 

© BSHC) 308 

 309 

 310 

 311 

 312 

 313 

 314 

 315 

 316 

 317 

 318 

 319 

 320 
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Table 1. Local as well as regional palaeodemographic estimates across the study area. Q: Quartiles of 321 
raw material catchments; OI: Optimal Isoline (Km); ARM: the km2 of each raw material catchment; AOI: 322 
the km2 encircled by each optimal isoline; Ng: number of groups; P: total population size; Ds: Local 323 
population density within settlement areas; Am: the km2 of the map section; Dm: estimated population 324 
density in km2 across the entire the map section. Table structure adapted from Maier and Zimmermann 325 
(2017). 326 

Core area (excavated sites) Q OI ARM AOI Ng P Ds Am Dm 
          
Kolding & Funen island 1  2751 2336 1 36 0.02   
 2 27 5118 2336 0 19 0.01   
 3  7563 2336 0 13 0.01   
SW-Scania 1  2751 2939 1 45 0.02   
 2 27 5118 2939 1 24 0.01   
 3  7563 2939 0 17 0.01   
Zealand & Falster islands 1 27 2751 7939 3 123 0.02   
 2  5118 7939 2 66 0.01   
 3  7563 7939 1 45 0.01   
Randers 1  2751 3717 1 57 0.02   
 2 27 5118 3717 1 31 0.01   
 3  7563 3717 0 21 0.01   
Total 1    69 262  164,160 0.002 
 2   23,425 27 141  164,160 0.001 
 3    8 95  164,160 0.001 

 327 

Table 2. Local as well as regional palaeodemographic estimates across the study area. Q: Quartiles of 328 
raw material catchments; OI: Optimal Isoline (Km); ARM: the km2 of each raw material catchment; AOI: 329 
the km2 encircled by each optimal isoline; Ng: number of groups; P: total population size; Ds: Local 330 
population density within settlement areas; Am: the km2 of the map section; Dm: estimated population 331 
density in km2 across the entire the map section. Table structure adapted from Maier and Zimmermann 332 
(2017). 333 

Core area (all finds) Q OI ARM AOI Ng P Ds Am Dm 

          
Randers 1  2751 805 0 12 0.014   
 2 12 5118 805 0 7 0.008   
 3  7563 805 0 5 0.006   
 1  2751 518 0 8 0.015   
Limfjorden 2 12 5118 518 0 4 0.008   
 3  7563 518 0 3 0.006   
 1  2751 5053 2 78 0.015   
Jutland & Funen 2 12 5118 5053 1 42 0.008   
 3  7563 5053 1 28 0.006   
 1  2751 4915 2 76 0.015   
Zealand & Falster islands 2 12 5118 4915 1 41 0.008   
 3  7563 4915 1 28 0.006   
 1  2751 285 0 4 0.015   
North-east Scania 2 12 5118 285 0 2 0.008   
 3  7563 285 0 2 0.006   
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 1  2751 1128 0 17 0.015   
Skagen 2 12 5118 1128 0 9 0.008   
 3  7563 1128 0 6 0.006   
 1  2751 1065 0 16 0.015   
North-east Zealand 2 12 5118 1065 0 9 0.008   
 3  7563 1065 0 6 0.006   
 1  2751 1530 0 24 0.015   
South-west Scania 2 12 5118 1530 0 13 0.008   
 3  7563 1530 0 9 0.006   
Total 1    5 236  164,160 0.001 
 2   15,298 3 127  164,160 0.001 
 3    2 86  164,160 0.001 

 334 

 335 

4. Discussion 336 

Regardless of whether they were derived from excavated sites only or all finds, our results 337 

consistently point to the presence of a very small Final Palaeolithic population in the region, 338 

even if the optimal isolines vary substantially in their radius. This, as we see it, lends strength 339 

to the accuracy of our estimates as well as the execution of the CGP using ArcGIS. Although 340 

not comparable, this would be in line with Andersson and Knarrström’s (1999: 113) 341 

suggestion that a Late Glacial population in the region must have been “very low”. 342 

Furthermore, using a correlation-based approach linking estimates of mammalian ecosystem 343 

diversity and population densities on ethnographically recorded forager populations from 344 

North America, Riede (2009a, 2014) estimated a population density range between 0.02-0.03 345 

people/100 km2. However, in addition to a lingering uncertainty as to how suitable such data 346 

are for extrapolation (Morin, 2008: 53; Maier, 2017: 87), it is equally uncertain whether these 347 

estimates represent those of the core area or the total area of calculation. We here present a 348 

first-ever methodologically transparent and data-driven estimate of just how low the Final 349 

Palaeolithic population may have been during the Allerød Interstadial.  350 

Our results are comparable to Kretschmer’s (2015) estimates for the Hamburgian culture in 351 

parts of northern Germany and southern Denmark that immediately predate our time slice of 352 

focus (ca. 14.670-14.000 cal BP). Kretschmer (2015: 112) estimated that groups operating on 353 

the very fringes of Late Glacial Northern Europe might have done so in very small numbers 354 

and suggested, therefore, that they did so at or indeed just below a demographic viability 355 

threshold. Given that our results are somewhat lower than those of Kretschmer’s (Fig. 8), we 356 

ask what such a threshold of a minimum viable population (MVP) may have been? We 357 

juxtapose our figures with estimates derived from multigenerational interstellar voyages 358 
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(Smith, 2014) and estimates from a non-spatial agent-based model for ethnographically 359 

documented hunter-gatherers (White, 2017). In the first scenario, Smith suggest that “any 360 

population over 100 or so will be sufficient to avoid drift related inbreeding-effects, including 361 

heterozygotic decay, on multigenerational voyages in which population does not significantly 362 

increase” (2014: 19). Stochastic losses of parts of the population due to disease or climatic 363 

variation was not, however, considered, in this example. The second and more pertinent set of 364 

estimates by White (2017) suggest that over a 400-year period, when less restrictive marriage 365 

rules apply “a stable population size of about 150 persons is demographically viable in the 366 

sense that it is largely immune from extinction through normal stochastic perturbations in 367 

mortality, fertility and sex ratio”. In addition, whereas the same would apply for a population 368 

as small as 75 persons — given that the same cultural rules apply — a population as small as 369 

around 40 people would not be viable across the same timespan (White, 2017).  370 

Against this background, the upper quartile of our estimates from excavated sites only 371 

represents a state in which the population would be situated just above an MVP-threshold, 372 

whereas it would be at or below that threshold under median and lower quartile estimates. The 373 

scenario for the estimates based on all finds differ just slightly, and thus the consecutively low 374 

numbers leads us to suggest periodic human absence in the region. Chronological resolution 375 

within the Allerød interstadial is low, however, making it difficult to untangle the rhythms of 376 

such presence-absence dynamics. Given the relationship between temperature, biological 377 

productivity and hunter-gatherer population densities (Tallavaara and Seppä, 2012), we would 378 

suspect that the colder middle part of the Allerød may have been characterized by such a 379 

periodic absence or more episodes of absence than the warmer initial phase or indeed the late 380 

Allerød. In the late Allerød, southern Scandinavia may even have acted as a refuge area for 381 

forager groups vacating the northern central Germany in the wake of the Laacher See eruption 382 

around 13,000 years ago (Riede, 2008, 2016, 2017). 383 

 384 
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Figure 6. Comparative graph of the upper, median and lower quartiles of total population size between our 385 
estimates and that of Kretschmer (2015) from the North European lowlands. A black dot denotes the median value. 386 

5. Conclusion 387 

Among a variety of methods that exist for arriving at palaeodemographic estimates, the so-388 

called Cologne Geostatistical Protocol has emerged as one of the most innovative ways of 389 

capturing such dynamics at the centennial-to-millennial scale. In the face of its steep 390 

requirement of tool-stone catchments as an analytical input, and with focus on a study area for 391 

which such data are difficult, if not impossible to generate, we have here demonstrated a first 392 

attempt at overcoming this hurdle and provide, for the first time in this region, spatially 393 

explicit estimates of total population size and density. These results, while merely 394 

representing a demographic snapshot from the Allerød interstadial (14,000-12,700 cal BP), 395 

indicate that population size and densities were very low indeed. This leads us to hypothesise 396 

that populations were operating at, or just below, a demographic viability threshold akin to the 397 

preceding Hamburgian culture group that attempted to colonize these northern fringes 398 

(Kretschmer, 2015; Riede and Pedersen, 2018). The challenging situation of surviving at very 399 

low population densities may have been further aggravated by these groups’ peripheral social 400 

network situation (Riede, 2014; Whallon, 2006), the immaturity of the landscape (Mandryk, 401 

1993) and climatic and environmental changes in this period (Riede, 2008; Van Raden et al., 402 

2013). Together, these factors may have produced a large degree of adaptive disequilibrium 403 

leaving potential colonisers, potentially repeatedly, stranded in landscapes not able to support 404 

them (Riede et al., 2018; Veldhuis et al., 2018). On the other hand, our model should 405 

preferably be understood as a hypothesis-generator. If indeed, the colonisation of southern 406 

Scandinavia was demographically more dynamic and more punctuated than hitherto thought, 407 

other classes of evidence – lithics, for instance – should also be marshalled in explicit support 408 

or refutation of such a hypothesis. The same can be said as to the method of choice. In using 409 

the CGP, we have not considered calibrated radiocarbon date frequencies or site size as 410 

additional or alternative means of estimating past population size or densities as these are 411 

associated with considerable controversy. At any rate, the painfully low number of available 412 

radiocarbon dates or thoroughly investigated sites dating to the middle part of the Late Glacial 413 

in southern Scandinavia (Buck Pedersen, 2014b), makes either of the two approaches 414 

statistically weak. However, as we mentioned previously, the poor chronological resolution of 415 

our dataset makes for equally weak models in the temporal sense. While not constituting a 416 

solution for sites from the Allerød chronozone, a potential move to include early postglacial 417 

sites could go some way towards remedying this shortcoming as many sites on, for instance, 418 
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the west coast of Bohuslän, have been chronologically fixed by means of shoreline dating 419 

(Schmitt, 2013). Note, however, that our population density estimates fundamentally rely on 420 

ethnographic reference groups that are strictly terrestrial. Such reference groups would not be 421 

readily transferable to coastal environments, seeing as the closer we get to the early Holocene, 422 

the more reliant some communities became on marine resources (Schmitt, 2015). In this 423 

regard, it is worth noting how previous research has argued for a great effect of a distance-to-424 

coast measure and population densities (Kavanagh et al., 2018: 479). Once again, however, it 425 

is worth to contemplate the potential issues of extrapolating ethnographically derived 426 

population density estimates to archaeological record (Morin, 2008: 53). Furthermore, and in 427 

defense of the CGP, the possibility of deriving absolute numbers on the population size is an 428 

aspect that we find tremendously valuable in regard to questions concerning stability or 429 

fragility as measured by estimates on, for instance, the minimum viable population (Maier, 430 

2017: 84). An extension of the CGP to marine-oriented foragers would, therefore, require 431 

substantial, albeit doubtlessly salubrious model-building. However, such an inclusion will 432 

have to wait until future studies elucidate reference patterns of raw material exploitation and 433 

demographic reference frames for communities living in such settings. Another potential way 434 

forward is to apply an ecologically based hind-casting approach  that predicts population 435 

densities through bioclimatic variables (Tallavaara et al., 2015, 2017). However, we would 436 

urge that future research employ statistically downscaled climate simulations that are at such 437 

spatial and temporal resolution as to be more relevant at the human socio-ecological scale 438 

(Contreras et al., 2018) seeing as much significant culture change probably occurred at sub-439 

millennial scales with varying expressions of spatial organization and modes of dispersion 440 

(Schmidt and Zimmermann, 2019: 8). Finally, another potential avenue would be palaeo-441 

species distribution modelling approaches (Franklin et al., 2015; Svenning et al., 2011), where 442 

the operational unit ‘species’ is replaced with that of ‘archaeological culture’. This 443 

methodological transferal would put decisive epistemic demands on those archaeological 444 

operational units (Gamble et al., 2005). Although we believe that there is significant potential 445 

in adapting distribution models to archaeological datasets (Benito et al., 2017), we caution 446 

that, at present, the patchwork of archaeological cultures, facies, groups and industries 447 

populating the Final Palaeolithic would need considerable critical scrutiny (Sauer and Riede, 448 

2018). In order to construct meaningful, robust and transparent archaeological operational 449 

taxonomic units that can feed into distribution models, significant theoretical and 450 

methodological would developments have to be undertaken. The formation of regionally 451 

and/or temporally specific material culture groupings needs to be linked to notions of cultural 452 
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transmission and evolution, which provide explicit mechanisms driving such changes (e.g. 453 

O’Brien et al., 2008; Riede, 2011). Only once such units are constructed can we hope to go 454 

beyond palaeo-demographic reconstructions and uncover salient relationships to topographic, 455 

climatic or environmental parameters. 456 

 457 
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